Our creative projects
improve people’s lives.

Arc designs and delivers creative engagements which improve health and wellbeing, reduce isolation and
increase confidence and skills. We connect people through enjoyable and sometimes challenging projects,
and support them to imagine new possibilities for themselves.

74% of vulnerable

adults affected by mental ill
health or isolation showed
improved emotional
wellbeing. 1

85% of children &

young people at high risk

of emotional/psychological
distress reported

improved wellbeing. 2

81% of people on our

public creative courses
were very satisfied with
the workshop.3

“I feel more positive and happier. I’ve
learned how to interact with a group this was a big thing for me.”
Women’s Centre Arts & Wellbeing Project Participant

“Art helps us access and express parts
of ourselves that are often unavailable
to other forms of human interaction.
A world without art is an inhuman world.”
Grayson Perry, Artist

Approximately 1 in 4 people in the UK
will experience a mental health problem
each year. 4

By celebrating creativity we
inspire, build confidence and
raise aspirations.
Arc supports and enables people and communities to produce
compelling, artistically rigorous work. Our focus on exhibiting
brings people together to celebrate achievement, to share
ideas, to inspire and raise aspirations.
The exhibiting of a piece of artwork not only gives the creator
a platform for their message, it elevates the work and shows a
recognition that it is of value.

“For an artist, exhibiting your work
is the final stage in the process of
production.” 6

100% of women on the project

were inspired by the professional
artist - to try new things and to believe in
their creative ability. 7

“Arc have provided our setting with
consistent, effective artist-led projects
which, when evaluated, can be seen
to have improved the self esteem and
social and communication skills of the
students involved.”
Alison Waters, Pendlebury PRU, YPA partner

65% of children & young people

who took part in Arc’s YPA programme
demonstrated significantly improved

self esteem. 8

“Participatory arts activities generate
a safe space for marginalised
communities.” 9

We provide situations where
people can interact and thrive.
Reducing stigma, reaching out
and connecting people.

90% of children and

young people who

took part in our creative
projects reported new

friendships and social
networks. 11

Arc has developed a unique model which provides
wide-ranging opportunities for people to grow and develop.
Integral to this is our insistence on reaching out to and
attracting people from diverse sections of society for the
benefit of all. This inclusive approach reduces stigma and
creates opportunities that would otherwise be unavailable.

“People need to feel safe, accepted and nourished - and they need to
develop authentic relationships where they feel valued, in order for
them to move towards resilience. Arc not only provides a basis for
people to explore creativity and art and learn new skills which may
lead them to independence, they are also able to ‘belong’ and develop
a sense of identity and hope.”
Naomi Davies, Adult Social Care, Stockport MBC.

llImprovement in mental health for adults, children and young people through our targeted and public
wellbeing programmes and projects.
llPersonal development through a range of volunteering roles.
llProgression into education and work.
llCreative producers and local professional artists with selling opportunities in our gallery and shop.
llProfessional artists to develop their practice, employment and provides exhibition opportunities.
llThe reduction in stigma of mental ill-health by bringing people together and raising awareness.

“This is one of the very few
projects where clients have
integrated with mainstream
services, we cannot
underestimate the value of that.”
Refugee Action Development Worker

Arc showcases and celebrates art created in
our programmes and that of guest artists and
organisations who inspire and provoke us.
llDuring the year 3 professional artists had individual shows
in our own gallery.

llA further 9 exhibited in joint shows - displaying the work of
participants alongside recognised professional artists.

Exhibiting at Arc has definitely
strengthened my position
in the art world and helped
me to promote my work
professionally.”
Ewa Konior, artist

llArc worked with 21 partner orgnaisations during the year
including Manchester Histories, Signpost Young Carers,
Manchester Camerata, Cartwheel Arts, Macclesfield Barnaby
Festival, MMU Marketplace Studios, Refugee Action, Pennine
Care, SICK! Festival.

ll54 volunteers currently support our work. (We estimate
60% are vulnerable).

llThis year 12 volunteers were trained by professional artists
in research, design and product development. Their products
now form the core stock on sale in our gallery shop.

llThrough our wellbeing programme we have supported
8 vulnerable people on to further education or vocational
training and 6 people have moved into work.

Our public-facing offer welcomes anyone with
an interest in the arts to the Arc Centre, gallery &
studios.
llOver the year, 400 people came to our monthly Saturday
Art Clubs, another 590 visited Arc Centre for special events.

ll26 public workshops covering visual arts, writing, textiles,
photography, ceramics and professional development for
artists attracted over 170 participants.

ll36 people are selling their work through our gallery shop.

“I reflected on how simple and
yet how effective the session
had been in improving my
wellbeing and instilling a quick
joy in taking more thoughtful
photos”
Participant on public photography walk

“The Love Letter project is
inspiring in its simplicity – its
all-round effectiveness. The
project demonstrates how
to deliver a process which
engaged a wide range of
people in thoughtful, creative
and expressive activities
with a lightness of touch
and good humour, without
condescending.”
Dr Abigail Gilmore, Manchester University

2016-2017

Arc’s model supports and promotes:

We are actively pioneering and
ambitious - quality matters.
Arc has employed courage and vision to pilot new ways of
working. We continually seek to develop new strategies and
professional networks, devise and test ways to increase our
impact, grow our audience, and develop new funding streams.

“The pieces are amazing... excellent inspiring artwork – Grayson Perry,
Jeremy Deller – eat your hearts out!”
Visitor to Unpicked : Restitched exhibition private view.

Alan Higgins, Director of Public Health, Oldham

Arc engaged 1,915 people in 95 creative projects

2016-2017

“Taking part in the arts builds connectivity, sense of place, sense
of belonging, of being part of our community: the possibility of
having a different conversation about health,
ill-health, wellbeing and acting together to improve it.”

Our project work with people with mental health problems can speed up
hospital discharge saving approximately £1,505 a week per person.13
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